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2014  Grimm Cellars Sauvignon Blanc
A Sauvignon Blanc Dry  White Table wine from USA , Santa Barbara, Central Coast, California, USA,

 
Review by Jeb Dunnuck
eRobertParker.com # , #220 (Aug 2015)
Rating: 89 
Drink 2015 - 2016
Cost: $0

 
Another well-made white, the 2014 Sauvignon Blanc is riper and more textured than the 2013, with less
grassy greenness and more forward fruit characteristics. Giving up pretty notes of white peach, white
flowers and honeysuckle, with a touch of pine sap, it hits the palate with a medium-bodied, juicy,
rounded and deliciously pure character that keeps you coming back to the glass. Drink it over the
coming year or two as well. Specializing in Sauvignon Blanc from the Happy Canyon region of Santa
Barbara Canyon, Grimm’s Bluff gets winemaking advice from Paul Lato. These are solid, distinctive
wines.

2013  Grimm Cellars Sauvignon Blanc
A Sauvignon Blanc Dry  White Table wine from USA , Santa Barbara, Central Coast, California, USA,

 
Review by Jeb Dunnuck
eRobertParker.com # , #220 (Aug 2015)
Rating: 90 
Drink 2015 - 2016
Cost: $0

 
The 2013 Sauvignon Blanc is exotic and intense, with lots of grassy herbs, white peach, hints of
tropical fruit and subtle mineral characteristics giving way to a medium-bodied, juicy, lively and hard-to-
resist vibe on the palate. While the focus here is bright and crisp, it has good texture and finishes clean
and dry. It will be a killer seafood wine and should drink nicely for 1-2 years. Specializing in Sauvignon
Blanc from the Happy Canyon region of Santa Barbara Canyon, Grimm’s Bluff gets winemaking advice
from Paul Lato. These are solid, distinctive wines.

2014  Grimm Cellars Sauvignon Blanc Reserve
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A Sauvignon Blanc Dry  White Table wine from USA , Santa Barbara, Central Coast, California, USA,

 
Review by Jeb Dunnuck
eRobertParker.com # , #220 (Aug 2015)
Rating: 91 
Drink 2015 - 2017
Cost: $0

 
A hypothetical mix of the 2013 and 2014 traditional releases, the 2014 Sauvignon Blanc Reserve has
classy notes of green citrus, white peach, white flowers and a touch of honeysuckle to go with a
medium-bodied, juicy, yet still concentrated, textured and seriously drinkable profile on the palate. I
love its purity and texture, and it's impeccably balanced and finishes with excellent persistence and
clarity. This is a terrific Sauvignon Blanc that will be versatile on the dinner table and drink nicely for 1-2
years. Specializing in Sauvignon Blanc from the Happy Canyon region of Santa Barbara Canyon,
Grimm’s Bluff gets winemaking advice from Paul Lato. These are solid, distinctive wines.
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